
State Minister for Housing Affairs 
and State Minister for Services Affairs
Abdullah Marafi issued a ministerial
decision to charge an airport service fee of
KD 3 on departure and KD 2 on arrival,
which will be added to the airline ticket
price of each passenger.

“These fees were approved a long time ago
and are basically a reduction of the old KD
8 charges (KD 4 on departure and KD 4 on
arrival). In fact, KD 5 is one of the lowest
airport fees in the world. 

The decision will be applies on all
passengers,”

Clara Fawzy, Senior Manager in our Human
Capital Team, has decided to resign and
relocate to Egypt for personal reasons. Clara
has been a valuable and well respected
member of our team and has been appreciated
by everyone who has interacted with her. 

We will miss Clara’s professionalism and
responsiveness and strengths. We respect
and support her decision and wish her all the
best in her future endeavors. 

We would also like to take this opportunity to
introduce Medhat Mohamed who will be taking
over Clara’s responsibilities and duties moving
forward.

DEPARTURE / ARRIVAL TAX CLARA FAREWELL 

"WE HAVE PUT ALL OF OUR HELPDESK EMPLOYEES 

INTO REMOTE WORK USING VPN"

An unprecedented challenge. The coronavirus pandemic is like nothing in our lifetime.
Every day brings more global news of measures to control the spread of the virus —
closure of schools, restaurants, stores, sporting events, and more. Social distancing is
the mantra of the day. Large gatherings of all kinds are being shut down. Grocery stores
can’t keep goods on shelves as people stock up and hunker down. Workplaces are
mandating a shift to work-from-home (WFH). 

Our customer service plan: "Customer Comes First Program"
In these unprecedented times, our customers have questions and concerns. 
Helpdesk Kuwait team is being flooded with calls about everything from issuance,
voluntary & involuntary re-issuance and refunds, EMD'S, and more. our customers need
our support now more than ever.

Solution:
with VPN we enable our services to handle inbound and outbound calls virtually anytime,
anywhere from helpdesk team mobile devices. We are offering an excellent service to
existing customers during this pandemic.

we are glad to assist all your inquiries 24/7 through our Helpdesk contact numbers 
Tel: 22270036-42 Email: Helpdesk@travelportkuwait.com 

Dear Partners,
Please refer to below (SV Important Notes) for your easy reference and disseminate to all
concerned staff to avoid future ADMs

1) Transit time in KSA airports (RUH/JED) is up to 12hrs allowed. This information is also
available at the time of requesting a booking segment as below

2) Take note of the transit points as double domestic transfers are not allowed (should be
one transfer only in KSA).  NOT ALLOWED

3) First name and last name shouldn’t be same in PNR. Please add middle name to avoid
booking cancellation.  NOT ACCEPTED MOHAMMED/MOHAMMED MR

4) All rules in fare note are linked with ticket and NOT WITH BOOKING so for restricted
classes (V / N), please don’t keep the ticket open for re-issue or refund purpose after
departure date.

Also find below the important notes to avoid any ADM and attached is the violation
charges.

 1) Mobile information is mandatory to avoid any guest inconvenience in case of flight
cancellation or schedule change. The entry as below:

SI.SV*CTCM < country code & mobile number>/<Language>
SI.SV*CTCE EMAIL//BUSINESS.COM
Examples:-
SI.SV*CTCM 96599610987/AR

2) API is mandatory while issuing ticket. Passport/ID number, Nationality, DOB, Gender,
Expiry date is required. 

3) Security tax “E3” is non-refundable so deduct it while refund SV ticket and also E3 tax
must be re-collected on each reissue.

Please disseminate to all concerned staff.
WhatsApp no 52550055 has been assigned to receive any request from your end.

IMPORTANT BULLETIN

tWorldwide travel retail platform,
Travelport, launched a bold and distinct
new visual identity, which has been
created as part of the company’s first
ever end-to-end rebrand.

Travelport’s Kuwait official partner new
visual identity can already be seen on its
website and social media channels. 
www.travelportkuwait.com

TRAVELPORT KUWAIT OFFICIAL PARTNER REBRANDS 

With Smartpoint 10.0 you can get
access to greater Trip Management
capabilities with new Trip Quoting
functionality, enhanced exchange
automation as well as workflow
improvement.

With the latest Smartpoint 10.0
upgrade you can get access to greater
Trip Management capabilities through
new Trip Quoting functionality,
enhanced exchange automation as
well as workflow improvements (for
both Galileo and Apollo users).

Agents are constantly looking for better
ways to manage trips so they can
reduce the manual overheads and
inefficiencies associated with providing
travelers with customized itinerary
quotes and processing ticket changes.

TRAVELPORT 

SMARTPOINT DESKTOP 

VERSION 10.0

Using Smartpoint 10.0 agents will be able to:
Deliver time savings by reducing the manual overheads associated with itinerary quotes and
processing ticket changes, Improve the traveler experience by providing customized itinerary
quotes that will support better decision-making. Manage trips more effectively by servicing
travelers needs quicker and with quotes and itinerary information that better meets their needs

Worldwide leader in travel retail, Travelport, and one of the world’s largest international airlines,
Emirates, today announced they have reached a commercial agreement that will allow
Travelport-connected travel agencies to avoid the airline’s surcharge on bookings via Global
Distribution Systems (GDS) that will be introduced from 01 July 2021. Furthermore, the
companies announced a new long-term agreement to enable the distribution of Emirates NDC
content via Travelport’s next-generation platform, Travelport+, and an extension to its
longstanding IT agreement.

Adnan Kazim, Chief Commercial Officer at Emirates said: “We are pleased to have reached key
agreements with Travelport that take our decades-long partnership to the next level. Supported
by the recent launch of Travelport+, these new deals will further cement Emirates as the airline of
choice for travellers that want highly personalized offers and access to the world’s best
destinations. Emirates and Travelport will continue to work jointly on future travel retail solutions
that will offer our travel community partners even better and more bespoke services.”

As of 01 July 2021, Travelport’s global network of travel agency partners will automatically be
upgraded to a dedicated channel that provides access to un-surcharged content. These agencies
will also continue to benefit from a graphically rich experience when searching for and booking
Emirates branded fares, as well as greater access to its ancillary offers, thanks to a long-term
extension of the airline’s existing agreement to use Travelport’s Rich Content and Branding
merchandising tool.

As part of the deal, Travelport-connected agencies will be able to gain simplified access to
Emirates’ NDC content and services via Travelport Smartpoint and the company’s enhanced
RESTful / JSON APIs once the agencies sign new NDC specific agreements with both
companies. Travelport and Emirates continue to progress the NDC technical solution for travel
retailers worldwide and are now in the process of developing enhanced features and functionality
that will, when complete, be gradually rolled out.

Travelport will also continue to provide Emirates with its industry-leading pricing, shopping and
ticket rebooking technology as part of the agreement, to support the airline in the delivery of
advanced shopping and rebooking options within its own internal sales channels, including its
NDC channel and www.emirates.com.

Jason Clarke, Chief Commercial Officer, Travel Partners at Travelport, said: “This series of
agreements highlights the determination of both Travelport and Emirates to re-invent travel
retailing and push the boundaries of what’s possible. With a shared vision for the future, our long-
standing collaboration will continue to go from strength-to-strength. Together, we look forward to
giving the many travelers returning to the skies this summer and beyond the best possible offers
and experiences.”

TRAVELPORT AND EMIRATES REACH AGREEMENTS 

ON UN-SURCHARGED CONTENT, NDC DISTRIBUTION 

AND IT SERVICE EXTENSION

Travelport Kuwait learning has created
such great tools of audio visuals that all I
had to do is check in and listen and
watch and learn.

Don’t STOP learning, it gives us so much
knowledge and power to understand the
best practices in our trade and where to
find them. 
Talk to our team and they should be able
to help.

You can register online through
https://newmy.travelport.com

or send us an email to
training@travelportkuwait.com 
and get your credentials.

Abdallah Selawe: 90092512 (Arabic)
Parveen Sheikh: 96660648 (English)

Smartpoint Assisted Ticketing provides a user
interface to manage a variety of ticket-related tasks in
Travelport Galileo. Smartpoint Assisted Ticketing is part
of the baseline installation Smartpoint.

After you launch Smartpoint Assisted Ticketing contains
tabs to support common ticketing activities for valid
tickets. Available for Smartpoint 9.0.2 and later.

TP SMARTPOINT TRAININGFEATURES AND FUNCTIONALITY
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REPEATED, DUPLICATE SELL ACTIVITY

WHAT IS A REPEATED, DUPLICATE

SELL ACTIVITY?

• A PCC attempting to sell the
same seat repeatedly over a
period of time

• 1-2 sell attempts every
second

• Thousands of sell attempts
per day per PCC

IMPACT ON AGENCIES

• If restricted by Travelport, the agency is
unable to get a sell confirmation immediately

• Abusive sell activity from some agents
affects all other agents trying to book on the
same carrier (link saturation)

o Limited system resources
o Host systems identifying and blocking sell
requests that seat for a period of time

• Airlines issuing ADMs to agencies with
abusive sell activity

• Airlines blacklisting PCCs due to abusive
sell activity

TRAVELPORT KUWAIT 

IT TEAM UPDATES

Sales visit with IT team TVS Fahaheel Branch

Travelport Kuwait IT Team has joined
together with Sales Team for the
upgrade of Smartpoint 10.

Today they have deployed 30% of the
market with SP 10.
 as well they are updating the new ITN
Script version 3.1.0.

Longside with the Housekeeping 
(clearing the virus, temp files,cookies 
and windows update) is also being done
so that our customers don't feel slowness
while using our system.

Hardware upgrades wherever required is
also being taken care of.
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